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Abstract 
Steprans, J., Topological invariants in the Cohen model, Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 
85-101. 
It is shown that in any model obtained by adding Kz Cohen reals to a model of the continuum 
hypothesis any two P-points in pN\F% have the same topological type. At the same time it is 
possible to construct P-points with contrasting combinatorial properties. 
Kewords: Autohomeomorphism, /3N\N, Cohen real, P-point, topological invariant. 
1. Introduction 
It is known [7] that in the model obtained from adding K2 Cohen reals to a model 
of the continuum hypothesis there are nontrivial autohomeomorphisms of /3N\N. 
In this paper it will be shown that, in fact, the group of autohomeomorphisms of 
/3N\N acts transitively on P-points. This, of course, implies the earlier result because 
there are more than 2” P-points in this model. 
However the main motivation for this paper was to provide the answer to a 
question of Fremlin and Nyikos; but before this question can be posed some 
definitions are necessary. An ultrafilter 9 will be said to be (K, w)-saturating if and 
only if for every family {B, : 5 E K} of subsets of w x w there is either a finite subset 
a G K such that 
{iE w: (3n)((i, n)cn {BE: (E a})}g 9 
or there is a function f:w+w such that {iEw: (i,f(i))E&}cS for each ~EK. 
Fremlin and Nyikos showed [2] that MA(w,) implies that every autohomeomorphism 
of pRJ\RJ sends (co,, w)-saturating points to (co,, w)-saturating points; in other words, 
being (w, , w)-saturating is a topological property of points of pN\RJ. It is easy to 
see that this is true under the proper forcing axiom since the (w,, w)-saturating 
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property is invariant under RK equivalence and this axiom implies that all 
autohomeomorphisms of /?N\N preserve RK equivalence [6]. The question therefore 
arises of whether it is consistent that the (w,, w)-saturating property is not a 
topological property. 
It will be shown that this is indeed the case in the K, Cohen real model. The 
strategy for proving this will be to first establish that it is possible to construct both 
P-points which have and those which do not have the property in question. This, 
combined with the transitivity of the action of the autohomeomorphism group on 
the P-points, yields the desired consequence. Some other examples of properties 
of ultrafilters to which the methods apply will also be discussed. 
The notation used in this paper will be quite standard but is repeated here 
nevertheless. Most of the discussion will be focused on subalgebras of the Boolean 
algebra 9(~)/9Ynife; consequently, for the purposes of this paper, the term algebra 
will refer only to subalgebras of 9((w)/.%zite. The symbols E”, 2” and =* will be 
used to refer to 5, 2 and = modulo the ideal of finite sets. If a G w, then [a] will 
denote the equivalence class of a with respect to =*. The notation [a] < [b], [a] 2 [b] 
and [a] = [b] will be used whenever a 5” b, a z* b or a =* b respectively. As well, 
[a] v [b] and [a] A [b] will represent [au b] and [an b]. 
Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, the word jifter will be used to 
refer to a filter on !Y’(w)/%nite or on some subalgebra of .P(w)/%nite. If AE 
P(o)/%;inite, then 9(A) is the filter generated by the singleton {A} while 4(A) is 
the ideal generated by the same singleton. 9* will denote the dual ideal of 9 and 
9’= CP(co)/9inite\9*. It will occasionally be necessary to take the upwards closure 
of a filter which is defined on a subalgebra of .Y(w)/%nite - if A G 9’((w)/%nite is 
an algebra and 9 is a filter on A, then define 
A P-point is an ultrafilter 9 (on P(o)/%inite) such that for every countable &E 9 
there is b E 9 such that b s a for every a E ._& An ultrafilter B (on P(w)/%nite) 
will be said to be Ramsey if and only if for every function g from w to w there is 
[a] E 9 such that g is either constant or one-to-one on a. The least cardinal of a 
generating set for a filter 9 or ideal 4 will be denoted by cof(9) and cof(9). 
The Cantor set will be denoted by @ and the ideal of meagre sets in C by [M. 
Hence the least number of meagre sets required to cover C will be denoted, as usual, 
by cov(K). Two facts are worth recalling. The first is that cov(K) is the same as the 
least cardinal for which Martin’s axiom restricted to countable partial orders holds. 
In particular, cov(K) = Kz in the model obtained by adding K, Cohen reals to a 
model of the continuum hypothesis - this will be used in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Second, in the definition of cov(K), @ can be replaced by any Polish space - in 
other words, by any complete, separable, metric space without isolated points. 
If F is a function and X E domain(F), then F(X) will denote {F(x): x E X}. The 
set of subsets of X of size K will be denoted by [XIK and [Xl- K and [Xl- K will 
have the obvious meaning. Fn(X, 2) will denote the set of functions whose range 
is contained in 2 and whose domain is a finite subset of X-hence, when considered 
as a partial order under inclusion, Fn(X, 2) is a partial order which adds 1x1 Cohen 
reals (assuming that X is infinite). Finally, %(X, V’) will denote the set of continuous 
functions from the space X to the space V. 
2. The transitivity of the autohomeomorphism group on P-points 
The following definition is crucial to the main construction of this paper. 
Definition 2.1. An algebra A is good if and only if cof( 9( b) n A) = cof(9( b) n A) = 
No for each b E P(w)/Sinite\A. 
Lemma 2.2. If G is Fn( w, 2) generic over V, then 9’(w)/ .%nite n Vis a good subalgebra 
ofY’(w)/%nite in V[G]. 
Proof. Let XSW in V[G]. Define X,,(p)={nEw:plt“nEX”} and X,,(p)= 
{n E w: p IF “n & X” is false}. Note that these sets belong to V and that S([X]) n 
9(w)/Bnite n V is generated by {[X,,(p)]: PE G} and that 9([X])n 
P((w)/Sinite n V is generated by {[X,,(p)]: p E G} (see [7] for details). 0 
Lemma 2.3. In the model obtained by adding K2 Cohen reals to a model of the 
continuum hypothesis there is an increasing sequence of good subalgebras of 
9(o)/ Rnite, each of size K,, which is continuous at limits of uncountable cofinality 
and whose union is all of P((w)/%nite. 
Proof. Let V be the ground model and G be Fn(w,, 2) generic. For (Y E w1 let 
EK(cr)=9((w)/9initen V[GnFn( w. a, 2)]. Then continuity at limits of uncountable 
cofinality is guaranteed by the countable chain condition. The fact that each Et(n) 
is good follows from Lemma 2.2. The point is that each subset of w in V[G] which 
does not belong to the model V[ G n Fn( W. a, 2)] belongs to some model V[ G n 
Fn((o . a) u X, 2)] where X is a countable set. But forcing with Fn(X, 2) is the 
same as adding a Cohen real. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let A,, and A, be good algebras of size less than cov(K) and @ : A,,+ A, 
be an isomorphism. Suppose also that Yc!(, and 2, are P-points such that @(Yt?~, n A,,) = 
9i!, n A, and a E p(o)/%nite\A,,. Then there is b E Y(w)/%nite\A, such that: 
(1) %(b)nA, = @(S(a)nA,,), 
(2) 4(b) n A, = @(.9(a) n AJ, 
(3) a E 2Y(, if and only if b E Z’, 
Proof.Becausecof(~(~(a)))=cof(~(a)nA,,)=K,,=cof(~(a)nA,,)=cof(~($(a))) 
it is possible to choose countable subsets of A,, 9, and %I,, which generate @(9(a)) 
and @(S(a)) respectively. 
Now define the partial order Q = {(I, F): [I] E 9, and [F] E 9, and I s F}. Define 
(I, F) i (I’, F’) if and only if I 2 I’ and Fs F’. If 9 is a filter on Q define 
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X(%)=U{I:(I,F)E$ for some [F]E%,}. For Y&w define D,(k)= 
{(Z, F)EQ: (Z\Y)\k#I?} and E,(k) ={(I, F)EQ: (Y\F)\k #0}. It is easy to verify 
that if [ Y]E A,\@(~(u)), then D,(k) is dense in Q, while if [ Y]E A,\@(9(a)), 
then EY( k) is dense in Q, for each k E w. Moreover, if [I] E @($(a)) and [F] E 
@(s(a)), then {(I’, F’) c Q: I L* I’ and F 2” F’} is also dense in Q because @ is 
an isomorphism. 
Since iA,/ < cov(K) it is possible to find a generic set %?c Q such that for each 
kEw, %nDD,(k)#0foreach[Y]~A,\@(9(a))and GnEy(k)#Oforeach[Y]E 
Ai\@($(a)). Also, it may be assumed that if [I]E @(.9(a)) and [F]E @(9(u)), then 
{(Z’,F’)EQ: Zr*Z’ and F~*F’}n9#0. It follows that 9([X(%)])=@(9(u)) 
and 9([X(5?)]) = @($(a)). However there is no reason to believe that [X( CC?)] E x, 
if and only if a E &. 
To remedy this situation suppose that a E %‘,, but that [X(G)] @ ,3t?, . Using the 
facts that %, is a P-point and A, is a good algebra, it is possible to find [X] E %!, 
such that [X] s A for each A E @(9(u)). It may as well be assumed that X( 57) c X 
since S([X(%)])nA, = @(s(u))nA, and hence, changing X to X u X( 9) does 
not change to properties of X. Furthermore, \X\X( %)I = &, since [X] E 2, and 
[X(%)]g%‘,. Now observe that if [z]~A,\@($(u)) but Zr*X, then [Zn 
(X\X( %))I # [@I. Using the fact that cov(K) > (A,[ it is possible to find Y s X\X( 97) 
such that jZ\( Y u X( ??))I = IZ\(X\ Y)J = K 0 oreachZsuchthat[Z]EA,\@(9(u)). f 
(Recall that cov(K) > (A,( implies that it is possible to find a filter on any countable 
partial order which meets each of iA,/ dense sets-the relevant partial order here 
is Fn(X\X( %), 2).) Since [ Y u X( 3) u (X\ Y)] = [X] E %, it follows that either 
[YuX(ie)]or[X\Y]belongsto~,.Itiseasytocheckthat9([YuX(~)])nA,= 
9([X\Y])nA,=~(9(a)nA,)andthat$([YuX(~)])nA,=$([X\Y])nA,= 
@(.9(u) n A,). Hence it is possible to let b = [ Y u X( %)I or b = [X\ Y] depending 
on which belongs to 8?, . 
On the other hand, if a g 9& but X( 9) E %?, use the fact that E, is a P-point to 
find [X] E 9f?F such that X 2” A for each [A]E @(9(u)). In this case it may be 
assumed that X G X(9) and ]X(%)\Xl= tcO. It follows that if [Z] E A,\@(~(u)) 
but Z 2” X, then [(X( $?)\X)\Z] # [@I. Using the fact that cov(K) > IAll it is possible 
to find Y z X( %)\X such that I( Y u X)\Z] = 1(X(9?)\ Y)\ZI = K,, for each Z such 
that [Z] E A, and [Z]a @(9(u)). Now proceed as in the previous case using the 
fact that [X( %)\ Y] A [ Y u X] = [X] E x7. q 
Lemma 2.5. If A0 and A, are algebras, 9 and 4 are ultrajilters on P(w)/Sinite, @ 
isomorphism from A,, 
~P(~)/Rnite)\A, such that: 
to A, and a E (P(w)/ %nite)\A, and b E 
(1) 9(b)nA,=@(9(a)nA0), 
(2) 9(b) n A, = @V(a) n A,), 
(3) u~3?ifundonlyifb~Z’, 
(4) @(%nA,)=%nA,, 
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then there is an extension of the isomorphism @ to @’ on the algebras Ah and A{ 
generated, respectively, by A0 u {a} and A, u {b} such that @‘(a) = band @‘( 59 n A;) = 
9nA;. 
Proof. The proof is presented only for the reader’s convenience since the result is 
a direct consequence of [3, Corollary 5.8, p. 691. Let B0 be the algebra generated 
by A, u {a} and IEB, the algebra generated by A, u {b}. For each YE B, choose a( Y) 
and b(Y) in A0 such that Y=(a(Y)Aa)v(b(Y)\a). Now define Q’(Y)= 
(@(a(Y)) A b) v (@(b( Y))\b). It is routine to use the hypotheses to show that @’ 
is the desired isomorphism. 
For example, to show that @’ 2 @ let Y E A(). Itmustbeshownthat @(a(Y))r\b= 
O(Y)nb and @(b( Y))\b = @( Y)\b. If (@(a( Y))a @( Y)) A bf [@I, then 
[w]\@(a(Y)LIY)gS(b)nA,=@(%(a)nA,). Hence [w]\(a(Y)nY)E9(a) 
contradicting that Y A a = a( Y) A a. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If A is a good algebra and a E C?(w)/ sinite, then A’, the algebra generated 
by A u {a}, is a also good. 
Proof. If b E 9(w)/ %nite\A’, then S( 6) n A’ is generated by {c v d: c E 9( b A a) 
and dE%(b\a)} and 4(b)nA’ is generated by {cvd:c~4(bAa) and dE 
$(b\a)). 0 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that there is an increasing sequence of good algebras, each of 
size EC,, which is continuous at limits of uncountable cojinality and whose union is all 
of CF’(w)/%nite. Suppose also that cov(K) = Kz and that 9 and X are two P-points. 
Then there is an automorphism of CF’(w)l%nite, @, such that @(%I) = X. 
Proof. Let {B( 5): 5 E W} be a continuous increasing sequence of good algebras of 
size K, whose union is C?(w)/%nite and assume, without loss of generality, that 
B(0) is the trivial 2-element algebra. Let A(e) be the even ordinals in w, and A(o) 
be the odd ordinals. Let 
!P(e):A(e)-+w,xw,; ‘P(o):A(o)+w,xw, 
be fixed bijections and let O(V) : w, + B( v) be a bijection. 
Transfinite induction will be used to construct a pair of sequences {D;([): .$E 
w2, i E 2) and {Q(t): 5 E w2} such that: 
(1) MO) = D,(O) = NO), 
(2) D,(t) are good algebras for [E w2 and iE2, 
(3) @( 5) : D,( 5) + D, (5) is an isomorphism for 5 E w2, 
(4) ~(5)(~nDo(E))=~nn,(5), 
(5) if cof(.$) = w,, then D,( 5) = D,( 5) = B( ~(5)) for some ordinal u( 0, 
(6) IDi(5)I s K,. 
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To carry out the induction notice that limit stages of cofinality w are easily handled 
by taking unions because the increasing union of countably many good algebras is 
always a good algebra. To deal with the successor case define E(p) to be the least 
ordinal such that D,(p) u D,(p) c [EB(E(p)). If Q(5) : D,(5) + ED,(() is given, then let 
(Y be the largest ordinal less than or equal to 5 such that [13r,,(cu) = D,(a) = EI(a( a)). 
Then it follows from (4) that 5 = LY + y where y is some countable ordinal. If 5 is 
even, let !I’(e)( y) = (y(O), y( 1)) and otherwise let V(o)(y) = (y(O), y( 1)). In either 
case let a = e(E(a + y(O)))(y(l)). If .$ IS even, let D,( .$ + 1) be the algebra generated 
by l&,(t) u {a}. Note that Lemma 2.6 ensures that Q,([+ 1) is a good algebra and 
hence it is possible to use Lemma 2.4 to find a good algebra E~,(t+l), generated 
by D,(l) and a single element b such that a E 9 if any only if b E %. Then use 
Lemma 2.5 to find an isomorphism @(t-t 1) between them satisfying (4). Again, 
Lemma 2.6 ensures that D,([+ 1) is also a good algebra. If 5 is odd, a symmetric 
argument can be applied to the algebra D,(t) and Q-‘(c). Note that, since each 
B(p) has size tc,, this construction ensures that l,_, {&(a+l): 5 E w,} = U {ED,(cx+~): 
b E w,} = E%( 6) where 6 = U {E( (Y + 5): c E w,} and hence there is no problem at this 
limit. But every limit of cofinality w, is either of the form p + o, or is a limit of 
such ordinals. Hence the continuity of the sequence {E!(c): 5~ wz} at limits of 
uncountable cofinality guarantees that there is never a problem at such limits. q 
Corollary 2.8. In the model obtained by adding K2 Cohen reals to the continuum 
hypothesis the autohomeomorphism group of pN\N is transitive on P-points. 
Proof. Use Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7 and the canonical identification of 
automorphisms of g(w)/%nite with autohomeomorphisms of pN\lV. 0 
3. The saturation property 
The following definition will later be seen to be a generalization of the notion of 
a saturating ultrafilter which was discussed in the introduction. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space and 9J a subset of C. Then a family 
9 E %‘(X, C) will be said to be B-consistent if and only if n {f-‘[ %‘I: f~ d} is dense 
for all de[9]Sw -in other words, for each finite subset of 9 there is a dense set 
of points in X which are mapped to 3 by every function in the finite set. The family 
9 will be said to be strongly %-consistent if and only if n {f-‘[%I: f E 9} is not 
empty-in other words, there is some point which is mapped to 3 by every member 
of 9. Define 9 to be K-X-saturated if and only if every %-consistent family 
9 E [%(X, C)]- K is strongly S-consistent. This is obviously a compactness type of 
property. 
For the next lemma recall that filters are being considered as subsets of 
Y(w))/Sinite and hence, if 9 is a filter, then IJ 9 is the corresponding filter on 
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.9(w). Moreover, a filter on 9(o) can also be considered to be a subset of Cc under 
the natural identification of p(w) with C. Consequently, it makes sense to talk 
about U 9’-consistent and strongly I._, @-consistent families when 9 is a filter (on 
9(w)/ Sinite). 
Lemma 3.2. If 9 is a jilter, V is a Polish space, 62 G %(V, C) is U 9-consistent and 
cof(9) and 191 are both less than cov(K), then there is y E Y such that {[f(y)]: f E 
9} u 9 generates a jilter. In particular, 9 is strongl_y U %+-consistent. 
Proof. Let G c 9 be a generating set of size cof(9). For X E [9]‘ Hcl and [A] E 94 
let S(X, A) = {y E Y: I/-’ {f(y): f E X} n A] = K,}. Note that S(X, A) is co-meagre. To 
see this it suffices to show that 
is dense open for each j E w. First of all, it is clear that each S(X, A, j) is open. To 
see that it is dense let v be open in V. Since n {,f- ‘[IJ fl: f~ X} is dense, there 
is A, E U 9, for each VEX, and y E Y such that f(y) = A,. Then n {A,n(A\j):fE 
X}f~since[A]~~c9and[A~]~9.Soy~S(X,A,j)n”Ir 
Nowletz~n{S(x,A):X~[B] c’Hc1and [A] E %}, Then {[,f(z)]:f~ 9}u sgener- 
ates a filter. It is possible to choose such a z because the number of the sets S(X, A) 
is less than cov(K) and cov(K) is the same for all Polish spaces. 0 
Theorem 3.3. If cov(K) = 2” = 29 = wz, then there is a Ramsey ultrafilter $9 such that 
U 9 is q-V-saturated for every Polish space V. 
Proof. Let {(9(a), V(a)): a E wZ} enumerate all pairs where V( (w) is a Polish space 
(choosing only one representative of homeomorphic spaces) and %(a) E 
[S(V(a), C)l”l so that each pair occurs cofinally often. Let {h(o): N E w2} and 
{A(o): cy E wJ be similar enumerations of OOJ and 9’(w)/S?nite respectively. Induc- 
tion on (Y E w7 will be used to construct %?(a) such that: 
(1) I is a filter on Y(w)/.%nite generated by a set of size K, ; 
(2) if cy = p-t 1, then: 
(a) there is rEV(P) such that f(r) EU +?(a) for all fc 9(p) provided that 
9(p) is U 9((p)-consistent, 
(b) if [h(p))‘{j}]E Y?(p)” for each jE w, then there is [ Y]E %?(a) such that 
h(P) is one-to-one on Y, 
(c) either A(P) E 9?(o) or A(P) E Y(o)*; 
(3) if CY E p, then S(N) s %7(p). 
Provided that the induction can be carried out, let 9 = U {%(a): a E wz}. Note 
that from condition (2a) it follows that U 9is w,-V-saturated for every Polish space 
because for each 9 E [ %(V’, @)]“I which is t,_. %-consistent there will be p E w2 such 
that 9 is IJ %(a)-consistent for each (Y E wz\p. From (2b) and (2~) it follows that 
9 will be a Ramsey ultrafilter. Hence it suffices to show that the induction can be 
carried out. 
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Let Y(O) be any filter which is generated by a set of size K, . At limit stages simply 
take unions. At successor stages of the construction use Lemma 3.2 to take care of 
condition (2a). Condition (2b) is dealt with in the standard way: Use the fact that 
cof( Y(p)) is less than cov(K) to construct a set in 9(p)’ on which h(P) is one-to-one 
by using the (countable) partial order of finite subset of w on which h(P) is 
one-to-one. Condition (2~) is easily taken care of and will not interfere with either 
(2a) or (2b). q 
Part of the proof of the main theorem will require showing that a certain IJ 9- 
consistent family is not strongly IJ F-consistent. The method of doing this will 
involve constructing the family using the continuum hypothesis and then showing 
that it is possible to extend 9 in such a way that the family remains not strongly 
U 9-consistent. This will require that the strongly IJ 9-inconsistent family remains 
strongly inconsistent after adding a Cohen real. Unfortunately, slightly more than 
preservation of this property after adding a Cohen real is required. The extra 
complications result in the following technical definitions. 
Definition 3.4. An algebra A is countably generated over an algebra B if and only 
if it is generated by B and a countable set. 
Definition 3.5. A family 9 c %(X, C) will be said to be indestructibly strongly incon- 
sistent if and only if: 
(1) for every V’, c, 9 and A such that 
(a) V’ is an extension of V, the set-theoretic universe, 
(b) c is a Cohen real over V’, 
(c) A is a subalgebra of ?J’(m)/%nite in V’[c], 
(d) A is countably generated over P(w)/.%nite n V’, 
(e) 9 is an ultrafilter on A, 
if 9 is not strongly IJ (9n V’)-consistent in V’ (in other words there is no 
witness to strong IJ (9n V’)-consistency in V’-but no claim is made about 
9 or even 9”n V’ belonging to V’), then it fails to be strongly U k(9)- 
consistent in V’[ c]; 
(2) if cof(cu) = w, then for every G, 9 and A such that 
(a) G is generic over V for Fn( a, 2), 
(b) V’=l_J{V[GnFn(P,2)]:PEa}, 
(c) A is a subalgebra of CP(w)/9%nite in V’[G], 
(d) A is countably generated over P(~)/Sinite n V’, 
(e) 9 an ultrafilter on A, 
if 9 is not strongly I._, (9 n V’)-consistent in V’ (the same remarks as in case 
(1) apply here as well), then it fails to be strongly U k( B)-consistent in V’[ G]. 
Since the argument which follows relies on taking a Polish space in the ground 
model and then considering it in subsequent forcing extensions it may be worthwhile 
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to say a few words about how to interpret the Polish space in such extensions. There 
is really no mystery here: Polish spaces in a forcing extension refer to the unique 
completion of the same space in the ground model. Uniformly continuous functions 
are just as easily handled since a uniformly continuous function on a dense subset 
of a Polish space has a unique extension to the whole space [l]. Even uniform 
continuity is not needed though. Let M and Y be Polish spaces and f a continuous 
function between them. In a forcing extension by $ extend to the completion by 
defining f(z) to be the limit of the image off on any Cauchy sequence converging 
to z on ground model points. It is easy to see that if this is defined for all such 
Cauchy sequences, then the extension is a continuous function. 
To see that {f(x,): n E w} converges for any Cauchy sequence consisting of ground 
model points suppose not. That is to say, there is a condition p E $ and E > 0 such 
that p forces that {x,,: n E W} converges but for each n E w there are k, and k,z n 
such that the distance in V fromf(~~,) tof(x,J is greater than F. Now find conditions 
pn E $, M, E w and K,,(n) and K,(n) such that pn forces that beyond M,, the points 
xi are closer than l/n while f(xKlicn,) and f(x,,,,,) are further than F apart. It is 
also necessary that p = p. s p, c p2 <. . . . This construction is done in the ground 
model and absoluteness now yields a contradiction. In particular, {x~,(~), xK,,(,,): n E 
W} is a Cauchy sequence in a Polish space on which f is continuous, but the image 
of this sequence under f does not converge. 
Theorem 3.6. Let V be a model of the continuum hypothesis, ZT be an ultrajilter and 
9 G %(W, a=) be indestructibly strongly inconsistent where X is a Polish space. If V[ G] 
is obtained from V by adding K2 Cohen reals, then, in V[G], there is a Ramsey 
ultrajilter 9~ g such that 9 is not strongl_v n S-consistent. 
Proof. Cohen forcing, for the sake of definiteness, will be considered to be Fn(oz, 2). 
Let G be Fn(wz, 2) generic over V and define V(a) = V[G n Fn(w, . a, 2)]. 
Induction on (Y E w2 will be used to construct 9(a) such that: 
(1) S(Q) is a Ramsey ultrafilter in the model V(a) and 9(O) = 8, 
(2) 9 is not strongly U S(cu)-consistent in V(a), 
(3) if LY E /3, then S(Q) = S(p) n V(a). 
Provided that the induction can be carried out, let 9 = U {S(Q): (Y E w2} and note 
that from (2) it follows that 9 is not strongly U S-consistent while 9 is obviously 
Ramsey from (1). 
To see that the induction can be carried out let 9(O) be ‘K At a successor stages 
of the construction let V(LY + 1) = V(a)[G n Fn(w, . (a + l)\(w, . a), 2)]. Let 
{a(P): /3 E w,} enumerate 9’(w), {x(p): p E w,} enumerate X and {h,: (Y E w,}, we 
in V((Y + 1). Now proceed by induction on p E w, to construct, in V[cu + 11, a filter 
S(Q, @) on an algebra A(p) such that: 
(4) A(p) is countably generated over V(a) n g(w)/Bnite, 
(5) .F(LY, /3) is an ultrafilter on A(p), 
(6) if /3 E ?/, then @(a)~ $(a, p)c 9((~, y) and A(p)s A(y), 
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(7) [a(P)1 E A(P + I), 
(8) there is f E 9 such that [f(x(P))] E %(a, p + l)“, 
(9) if [hi’{ i}] E 9(a, /3)* for each i E o, then there is [X] E %(a, p + 1) such that 
h, restricted to X is one-to-one. 
If the induction can be completed, then let $(a + 1) = U {$(a, p): p E w,}. 
Let A(0) = V(a)n 9’(w)/9iinite and S(a, 0) = T(a). To carry out the induction 
suppose that A(P) has been defined for /3 E y. If y is a limit, then let A(y) = 
lJ{A@): BE y} and %(a, y)=l._{~;(cu,/3): BE y}. Otherwise y=P+l. From (1) 
in Definition 3.5 it follows that there is f E 9 such that [f(x(p))]a k(S(a, p)) 
because S((Y, p) is a filter on A(p) which is countably generated over V( cr) and 9 
is not strongly U (S(Q) n V(a))- consistent in V(Q) by the induction hypothesis. 
Moreover, A(p) and S(LY, p) belong to V’[c] where c is Cohen over V’ because 
A(P) and S((Y, p) are determined by a countable set. Hence let A’(y) be generated 
by A(p) and [f(x(P))] and let S’((Y, y) be generated by S(cr, p) and [w\f(x@))]. 
It now follows that (8) is satisfied by D’(y) and %‘(a, y) and S’(LY, y) is a filter. 
Let D”(y) be generated by D’(y) and [a(P)] and extend zY(~ y) to an ultrafilter 
%“(a, y) on D”(y). Now add to D”(y) one of the Cohen reals from Fn(w, . (a + 
l)\(w, . a), 2), obtained by the (countable) forcing which adds a one-to-one function 
with finite conditions, to get D(y) and use the new Cohen real to extend Y’( (Y, y) 
to $“(a, y) on D(y) so that (7) holds as well as (4), (5), (6), (8) and (9). 
At limit stages of countable cofinality of the construction it must be the case that 
V(a)= V[GnFn(w,. q2)]andcof(a)=~.Define V’=u{V(y): y~w,.a}and 
W(a)=U{S(y): yEa}. Let {a(p):p E w,} enumerate g(w) and {x(p): p E w,} 
enumerate X in V(e). Now proceed by induction on p E w1 to construct filters 
%(a, p) and algebras A(p) such that the following conditions are met: 
(10) A(P) is countably generated over V’, 
(11) 5F(a, p) is an ultrafilter on A(p), 
(12) if PE y, then S’((Y)S%((Y,~)C@((Y, y) and A(y)zA(y), 
(13) [a(P)l~W+l), 
(14) there is f E 9 such that [f(a(P))] E $;(a, j3 + l)*. 
To carry out the induction proceed as in the successor case except using property 
(2) instead of (1) in Definition 3.5. Then let S((Y + 1) = U {~(cu, p): p E w,}. 
The limit stages of uncountable cofinality are easily handled by simply taking 
unions and using the countable chain condition. q 
4. Some examples 
In this section various examples which fall into the framework of the preceding 
theorems will be presented. In each case a certain property of ultrafilters is stated 
in terms of w,-X-saturation for a certain Polish space X. In any model obtained by 
adding tcz Cohen reals to a model of the continuum hypothesis it will follow from 
Theorem 3.3 that there are P-points which have the property and, from Theorem 
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3.6, that there are others which do not. From Corollary 2.8 it follows that, in spite 
of differing with respect to this property, these points have the same topological 
type in ,f3N\N. Most of the work in applying these theorems is in showing that the 
appropriate indestructibly strongly inconsistent families can be constructed. In order 
to save some work in doing this it is worthwhile proving the following lemma, which 
requires the next definition. 
Definition 4.1. A family of functions 9 c %(X, C) will be said to be countably ranked 
if and only if for every countable set tis 9 there is f~ 9 such that j”(x) c” g(x) 
for all XEX and gE&. 
Lemma 4.2. A countably ranked,family 9 G %‘(X, C) is indestructibly strongly incon- 
sistent if and only ifit satisjies condition (1) in De$nition 3.5. 
Proof. It obviously suffices to prove that condition (2) in Definition 3.5 holds so 
let G be generic for Fn(a, 2) over V, cof(cr) = o, V’= L_, { V[G n Fn(P, 2)]: /3 E a} 
and 9 be an ultrafilter on some algebra, A, which is countably generated over 
V’n P(w)/FFinite in V[ G]. Suppose further that 9 is not strongly I_, (9 n 
V’)-consistent in V’. To see that 9 is also not strongly U k( F-)-consistent in V[ G] 
let x be a counterexample and let {A(n): n E w} be such that 
1 IF “(tlA~ k(9))(3n)(3Afr V’n 9)(A= A’A A(n))“, 
1 IF “{A(n): n E w} c 9”. 
It follows that such a family exists because 9 is an ultrafilter on A (see [5, Theorem 
1.3.11 for more details) and A is countably generated over 9’(w)/.%niten V’. In 
particular, if A E k( 9), then there is A”E 9 such that A 2 A” and 
A”= (A, A A(n,)) v (B,\A(n,)) v. . . v (A, A A(q)) v (B,\A(n,)) 
and so it may be assumed that there is some i ~j such that A, A A(n,) E 9 since 
otherwise sets can be replaced by their complements. Let X c_ (Y be a countable set 
such that x and {A(n): n E OJ} belong to V[G n Fn(X, 2)] and let {y(j): j E w} be 
an increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in (Y. 
From property (1) in Definition 3.5 it follows that for each n E w there is h, E 9 
such that [h,,(x)] E? k( 9(n)) n V[Fn( y( n), 2) n G] where 9(n) is the filter on the 
algebra, A(n), generated by V[ Fn( y( n) u X, 2) n G] and {A(n): n E w} obtained by 
interpreting the name for 9 in V[Fn( y(n) u X, 2) n G] (in other words, S E 9(n) 
if and only if there is a Fn( y( n) u X, 2)-name S’ such that S’ is interpreted as S in 
V[Fn(y( n) u X, 2)] and there is n E w and A’E 9n V’ such that S 2 A’ A A(n)). 
This is the point at which the remarks in Definition 3.5 about the ultrafilter not 
being defined in V’ become important because there is no guarantee that 9n 
V[Fn( y( n), 2) n G] is defined in V[ Fn( y( n), 2) n G]. Notice that no decision about 
whether or not a set belongs to S(n) has to wait until the limit because all such 
decisions depend only on the sets {A(n): n E w} and these are all decided by Fn(X, 2), 
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which is included at each stage. Notice also that Definition 3.5(l) applies here 
because ]X\y(n)] =S K. and so forcing with Fn(X\y(n), 2) is equivalent to adding 
a Cohen real. Moreover, 9(n) n V[Fn( y( n) v X, 2) A G] is an ultrafilter on A(n)- 
which is countably generated over V[Fn(y(n), 2) n G]-and 9 is not strongly 
U f@(n) n Wn(r(n), 2) n Gl) -consistent in V[ Fn( y( n), 2) n G] by the induction 
hypothesis. If it is possible to choose h E 9 such that h(x) C* h,(x) for each n E w, 
then it is clear that [h(x)] kt; k( 9) because otherwise there is n E w such that [h(x)] E 
k( S( n)) contradicting that h(x) c* h,,(x). The only difficulty is to check that 9 is 
still a countably ranked family in the generic extension V[G]. 
Because the forcing has the countable chain condition-and, hence, countable 
sets in the extension are contained in countable sets in the ground model-it suffices 
to show that if h(v) C” g(y) for all y, then this continues to hold in the generic 
extension. Therefore suppose that p is some condition, y is a name and 
p It “h(y)\g(y) is infinite”. Using continuity it is possible to choose conditions p,, 
integers ki, positive reals Sj and yi E X such that: 
(1) Pi+1 api and k,si for each iEq 
(2) pi IF “1~-Y~I s 4 and k E h(y)\g(y)“, 
(3) pi IF “if Iy - ~1 s 8i, then ki & g(z) and k, E h(z)“, 
(4) &,, s &(2-‘). 
Since (4) ensures that {y,: i E co} is a Cauchy sequence and X is complete it follows 
y’= lim yi exists and {ki: i E W}C h(y’)\g(y’). 0 
Example 4.3. Let X, be the complete metric space of functions from w to w 
considered as the product of countably many copies of w with the discrete topology- 
in other words, the irrationals. For any B s w x o define IER :X, + C by iE,(g) = 
{iEw: (i,g(i))~ B} and note that EH is continuous. Also, if C c” B, then 
E,-(g) c* tE,(g) for every g E “o and hence the family {tEu(,f.j: f~ “w} is countably 
ranked where U(J) = {(n, i) E w x w: i~f(n)}. Th e continuum hypothesis of course 
implies that the family has size K, . 
This example provides the answer to the question of Fremlin and Nyikos men- 
tioned in the introduction. This is a consequence of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.4. An ~ltr~~~ie~ .y novice is K-XXI-saturated is (K, #)-~ai~raFj~g. 
Proof. Let % E [SPP(w x w)]” be such that 
[{iEw:(3nf((i,n)En{B: BEb})}]ES 
for every finite subset b 5 23. Note that there is a function g such that {i E u: (i, g(i)) E 
B} E IJ 9 for every BE 9I if and only if there is g E X, such that E,(g) E U 9 for 
every B E 3. Therefore {L,: I3 E B} is IJ S-consistent and hence there is g E %I such 
that lE,(g) 6 u .‘P for every 3 E 93. q 
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From Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.3 it follows that in the model obtained by adding 
Kz Cohen reals to a model of the continuum hypothesis there is a P-point which 
is (w,, @)-saturating. If there is, in this model, a P-point which is not (w,, co)- 
saturating, then it follows from Corollary 2.8 that (w,, w)-saturating is not a topologi- 
cal property in this model. The following lemma implies the existence of a P-point 
which is not (w,, w)-saturating-the family {U(f): f E ww n V} provides the 
necessary counterexample. 
Lemma 4.5. If V is a model of the continuum hypothesis, then {IE,,,,,: f E “CO} is 
indestructibly strongly inconsistent. 
Proof. First notice that the family {E o(, ,: f E “w} is not strongly U %-consistent 
and in fact it is not even strongly [wlK[j-consistent; but it is U 9-consistent. By 
Lemma 4.2, we need consider only property (1) in Definition 3.5. Let V’ be an 
extension of V, c a Cohen real over V’, A an algebra in V’[c] which is countably 
generated over P(w)/ 9inite n V’ and 9 an ultrafilter on A in V’[ c]. Suppose further 
that {E “(, ): f E ww n V} is not strongly I._, (9 n V’)-consistent in V’. To see that it 
fails to be strongly IJ k(9)-consistent in V’[c] suppose that f E X~“” is a counter- 
example. Let {A(n): n E CO} be Fn(w, 2)-names in V’ such that 
1 IF Fn(w,Zj “{[A(n n E ~1 G F”, 
1 it ,+_,-,, “@‘[A] E 9)(3n)(3[A’]E V’n 9)(A z A’n A(n))” 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Let f’ be a Fn(w, 2)-name for f in V’. 
For p E Fn(w, 2) and n E w choose a maximal partial function fP,n satisfying that 
if i is in the domain off,,,, then there is q zp such that q It-Fn,w,2j “f’(i) =fP,n(i) 
and i E A(n)“. Now choose g E V’ such that for all p and n there is k E w such that 
g(j)>f,,,(j) forje domain(f,,,,)\k. 
Since {tEUchj: h E ww n V} is not strongly U (9 n V’)-consistent in V’, 9 n V’ is 
an ultrafilter on P(w)/9Gnite n V’ and g E V’, it is possible to choose EYE V such 
that [ %Uc,iyj(g)] E 9”. Now, since J; A and 9 are counterexamples to {IE,,,,,: h E V} 
being indestructibly strongly inconsistent there is p E Fn(w, 2) and [A’] E .T+n V’ 
such that p IF “lE,( xj (f’)zA’nA(n)“. Choose k such that g(i)>&,,(i) for iE 
domain(f,,,)\k. If there is some i E (domain(f,,,) n A’)\(E,,,,,,(g) u k), then a 
contradiction is obtained because it is possible to choose q zp such that 
q ItFnCw,Zj “f’(i) =f,,,( i) < g(i) < X(i) and i E A(n)“. This contradicts that 
p It “E,,,r,(f’) 2 A’n A(n)“. 
It therefore suffices to assume that, in V’, (domain(&,,) n A’) G [E,,( Kj(g) u k. But 
now it is clear from the maximality of f,,n that for each i E A’\(ELICR,(g) u k) there 
is no q E Fn(w, 2) such that q 2 p and q IEFnCw,Z, “i E A(n)“. Hence p ll-Fn~w,Z~ “A’n 
A(n)cE,,Yj(g)u k” since if q’EFn(w,2), q’zp and q’I~Fn(w,Z)“iEA’nA(n)“, 
then, in particular, q’ lFFnCw,Z, “i E A(n)“. This contradicts the choice of % because 
Xwas chosen so that [E,,R,(g)]~9*n V’, [A’]E% and ~i~-,,,,,2,“[A(n)]~~“. 
So the proof that property (1) of Definition 3.5 holds is complete. Cl 
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Example 4.6. Let X, be the (closed) subspace of X, consisting of one-to-one func- 
tions. If 6 E wo, then define F,?(l) = {c(n): C(n) 2 19(n)}. It is easy to see that 
[F,Y :X2+ C is continuous and that if V is a model of set theory and w, = ~7, then 
{F8: 6 E Vn X2} is countably ranked because if 5 almost dominates 6, then 
F,( 5) G * [F,(t) for each .$ E X2. An ultrafilter which is K-X,-saturating can be thought 
of as a locally rapid filter. It follows from the next lemma that this property is not 
a topological invariant in any model obtained by adding Kz Cohen reals to a model 
of the continuum hypothesis. 
The following lemma requires a slight strengthening of the hypothesis of Definition 
3.5. Say that a family 9 E %‘(X, C) is weakly indestructibly strongly inconsistent if 
9 satisfies the requirements of Definition 3.5 only for those 9 and V’ which, in 
addition to the hypotheses in Definition 3.5, satisfy also that 9n V’ is a Ramsey 
ultrafilter in V’ and w ,” = w ,“‘. (As in the statement of Definition 3.5, there is no 
assumption being made that 9n V’ belongs to V’. To be Ramsey in this model 
simply means that the Ramsey property is satisfied for every function belonging to 
V’.) Notice also that, in the proof of Theorem 3.6, each time Definition 3.5 is called 
upon the ultrafilter 9(a) in V(a) is Ramsey-this was the only reason for the extra 
effort required to ensure that the eventual ultrafilter is Ramsey. 
Lemma 4.7. If V is a model of the continuum hypothesis, then {F,: IYQE VnX,} is 
weakly indestructibly strongly inconsistent. 
Proof. It suffices to show that property (1) of Definition 3.5 is satisfied. Let V’ be 
an extention of V, c be a Cohen real over V’, A an algebra in V’[c] which is 
countably generated over P(u)\Sinite n V’ and 9 be an ultrafilter on A such that 
9n V’ is Ramsey in V’. Suppose further that {[F,?: 6 E X,n V} is not strongly 
I_, (9n V’)-consistent in V’ and w ,” = w,“‘. To see that it fails to be strongly 
U k(9)consistent in V’[c] suppose that f~X:‘~“t is a counterexample. Let 
{A(n): n E w} be Fn(w, 2)-names in V’ such that P, It “{[A(n)]: n E w}c 9” and 
0 IF F,,cw,Zj “(tl[A]~ 9)(3n)(3[A’]E V’n.tF)(A=,A’nA(n))“. 
(It is implicitly being assumed that A( n + 1) G A(n).) Let f’ be a Fn(w, 2)-name for 
f in V’. Without loss of generality, 0 It “[IF,(f’)] E k(9)” for each 6 E ww n V. 
For each IYEX, n V choose p8 E Fn(w, 2), [B(8)] E 9 and n(6) E w such that 
p;, It “S,Y(f’) 2 B( 6) n A( n( 6))“. Since w ,“’ = w ,“, it follows that there is p E Fn(w, 2) 
and IV E w such that the family Y = { 6 E “w n V: pA = p and n( 6) = N} is cofinal 
in “‘w n V under eventual dominance. For each i E w let 
K(i)={k~w:(3q~p)(qIE“j”(i)=k and kEA(N))“... 
and p IF “(tlm > i)(f’( m) # k or kc? A(N))“}. 
Note that [K(i)] E 9*. To see this observe that p IF “(V8~9)(IK(i)n 
[F,?(f’) n A( N)I c i + 1)” because otherwise, relying on the fact thatf’ is one-to-one, 
there must be some q 2 p, n E w and j z i + 1 such that q IF “f’(j) = n” contradicting 
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that p IF “rr E K(i) nA(N)” and f’ is one-to-one. But @ IE “(VIE 9) 
([F,(j”‘)] A [A(N)] E 9)“. Therefore, since K(i) E V’ and 9 is an ultrafilter on 
P(w)/%;inite n V’, it follows [K(i)] E 9;“. 
Let M={jEw\U{K(i): i E w}: (3q 2 p)(q II- “j E A(N) and j =f’(m) for some 
m E w”)}. For each j E M there are infinitely many m E w such that there is some 
q 2 p such that q IF “,f’( m) =j and j E A(N)” because otherwise j E K(i) for some 
i E w. Hence it is possible to define M(i) 2 K(i) such that 
(1) IM(i)\K(i)l s 1, 
(2) for each j E M(i) there is q 2 p such that q IF “,f’( i) =j and j E A(N)“, 
(3) U{M(i): iEco}=Mu(U{K(i): iew}). 
To do this simply enumerate M and let M(i) be obtained by adding at most one 
member of M to K (i)-since each member of M can be added to infinitely many 
of the K(i), there is no problem in exhausting all of M. Moreover, since 
fl It “[range( A [A(N)] E k(S)“, p IF “range(f’) c M u (I_, {K(i): i E w}) E V”’ 
and9isanultrafilteron V’nP(w)/%rire,itfollowsthat[Mu(U{K(i): icw})]E 
9 and therefore [U {M(i): i E w}] E 9. Since [M(i)] = [K(i)] E 9* for each i, and 
9 is Ramsey, it is possible to find a one-to-one function g: w + w such that 
range(g) E 9 and if i E domain(g), then g(i) E M(i)-in other words, there is q 2 p 
such that q IF “f’(i) = g(i) and g(i) E A(N)“. Since it may be assumed that the 
range of g is coinfinite it is possible to extend g arbitrarily to some one-to-one 
g’E V’. Since {IF,?: 6 oxen V} is not strongly U 9-consistent in V’ it follows that 
there is BEX7n V such that [[F,(g’)]g9 and, in particular, [B(S)\[F,Y(g’)]E9. 
Note that if 5 eventually dominates 5, then IF,(g’) G* lF,(g’). Since Y is cofinal it 
may as well be assumed that 6 E Y. 
Using the fact that range(g) E 9, let g(j) E B( -9)\[F,?(g’) be such that there is q 2 p 
such that q It “f’(j) = g(j) and g(j) E A(N)“. Hence q It “f’(j) = g’(j) s S(j)“. 
Since q zp and p IF “f’ is one-to-one” it follows that q It- “g(j) E F,(,f’)“. But 
p IF “F,(f’) 2 B(6) n A(N)” and this is a contradiction. 0 
Example 4.8. Let fr ‘Ow and define 0, : @ +@ byO,(X)={kcX: iff(k)=f(k’) and 
k # k’, then k’@ X}. Note that if g<< h is defined to hold if and only if for all but 
finitely many integers k there is a finite set Ac w such that h-‘(k) = g- ‘A, then 
g<< h implies that U,,(X) 5” U,(X). It follows that this family is countably ranked. 
By considering the families of continuous functions on @ of the form (0, : fc “co} 
the filters which are K-@-Saturated can be thought of as local Q-points. The 
methods of the preceding examples can be used to show that this is not a topological 
property in the K, Cohen real model. 
5. Concluding remarks and open questions 
The results of this paper demonstrate one possible extreme of the nature of 
topological invariants of /3fY\N: In the K2 Cohen real model there are very few 
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topological invariants. The other extreme is to be found in models where all 
autohomeomorphisms of pFU\N are trivial in the sense that they are all restrictions 
to pN\N of functions PF where F is a bijection of cofinite subsets of lV. In such 
models almost any combinatorial property of ultrafilters will turn out to be a 
topological invariant of /?N\lV because bijections tend to preserve such properties. 
It might therefore be of interest to study more closely what sort of topological 
properties the K-X-SatUration properties are. For example can certain combinatorial 
properties be precisely characterized in terms of K-X-saturation? A particular 
question is the following: 
Question 5.1. Is the converse to Lemma 4.4 true? 
Let RA (Rudin’s axiom) represent the following statement: For every pair of 
P-points in ptU\hJ there is an autohomeomorphism which takes one to the other. 
The classic result of Rudin [4] shows that the continuum hypothesis implies RA 
and Corollary 2.8 shows that RA is true in the K2 Cohen real model. The other 
known models of RA are those with no P-points and those where each P-point is 
K, generated (the iteration of wZ Miller reals is one example) but the implications 
between RA and other axioms are not well understood. A finer analysis is obtained 
by defining RA(K) to mean that the action of the autohomeomorphism group of 
pN\N on P-points is K-tranSitiVe (in other words, any one-to-one function of size 
K from P-points to P-points can be extended to an autohomeomorphism of /3lV\N). 
Hence RA is the same as RA(l). Notice also that RA(l) implies RA(m) for each 
m E o. Moreover it can be shown that under the continuum hypothesis and in the 
KZ Cohen real model RA(K,) holds. 
Question 5.2. Does RA( 1) imply RA(&,)? 
Question 5.3. Is RA(K,) consistent with the existence of a P-point? 
The methods of the present paper do not extend to higher cardinals and so the 
following question arises. 
Question 5.4. Does RA imply that 2K(l< K3? 
Surely the answer to this question is negative but a proof remains to be found. 
Note added in proof 
The answer to Question 5.4 is no. 
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